CURRENT FELLOWS

Broadrose, Brian
Patricia and John Klingenstein Short-Term Fellowship
Fellowship topic: The Iroquois as a Militaristic Slaving Society? A critical examination of the primary historical/anthropological sources used in the construction of Haudenosaunee pasts
Affiliation at time of fellowship: SUNY Orange

Jones, Trenton Cole
National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship
Fellowship topic: Captives of Liberty: Prisoners of War and the Radicalization of the American Revolution
Affiliation at time of fellowship: American Antiquarian Society

Joyce, Henry Horatio
Patricia and John Klingenstein Short-Term Fellowship
Fellowship topic: Building and Belonging: McKim, Mead & White and the Making of New York City's Clubland
Affiliation at time of fellowship: University of Oxford, St. Cross College

Karp, Matthew
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Fellowship
Fellowship topic: The Foreign Policy of Slavery, 1833-1865
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Princeton University

O'Malley, Brendan
Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellowship
Affiliation at time of fellowship: CUNY Brooklyn College

Petrus, Stephen
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Fellowship
Fellowship topic: The Politics and Culture of Greenwich Village and the Rise of the Tumultuous Sixties
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Museum of the City of New York

Polgar, Paul
Patricia and John Klingenstein Short-Term Fellowship
Fellowship topic: A Well Grounded Hope: Abolishing Slavery and Racial Inequality in Early America
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture/College of William & Mary

Alisa Wade
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Pre-Doctoral Fellowship in Women’s History
Fellowship Topic: An Alliance of Ladies: Power, Public Affairs, and Gendered Constructions of the Upper Class in Early National New York City
Affiliation at time of fellowship: CUNY Graduate Center
Walker, Christine
Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellowship
Fellowship topic: To Be My Own Mistress: Women in Jamaica, Atlantic Slavery, and the Creation of Britain’s American Empire, 1660-1770
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Texas Tech University

PAST FELLOWS
Anishanslin, Zara
Andrew W. Mellon Fellow 2014-2015
Fellowship topic: Producing Revolution: The Material and Visual Culture of Making and Remembering the American Revolution
Affiliation at time of fellowship: City University of New York
Current position: Assistant Professor, Department of History, City University of New York

Attewell, Steven
Patricia and John Klingenstein Short-Term Fellow 2014-2015
Fellowship topic: The Tammany Tiger in an Era of Mass Unemployment
Affiliation at time of fellowship: University of California, Santa Barbara
Current position:

Cook, James W.
NEH Fellow 2014-2015
Fellowship topic: The Lost History of Global Black Celebrity, 1770-1920
Affiliation at time of fellowship: University of Michigan
Current position: Professor, Department of History, University of Michigan

Hattem, Michael
Patricia and John Klingenstein Short-Term Fellow 2014-2015
Fellowship topic: Their History as a Part of Ours: History Culture and Historical Memory in British America, 1720-1776
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Yale University
Current position:

Hill, Jason E.
Andrew W. Mellon Fellow 2014-2015
Fellowship topic: Artist as Reporter: The PM News Picture, 1940-1948
Affiliation at time of fellowship:
Current position:

Minty, Christopher
Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellow 2014-2015
Fellowship topic: Between the Circles of Revolution: Association, Partisanship, and the Origins of the American Revolution in New York, 1765-1775
Affiliation at time of fellowship: University of Stirling, UK
Current position: Johanna Neuman
Patricia and John Klingenstein Short-Term Fellow 2014-2015
Fellowship topic: Society in Suffrage
Affiliation at time of fellowship: American University
Current position: Andrew Roberts
Lehrman Institute Distinguished Fellow 2014-2015
Fellowship topic: Napoleon
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Cornell University
Current position: Lauren Santangelo
Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellow 2014-2015
Fellowship topic: The ‘Feminized’ City: New York and Suffrage, 1870-1917
Affiliation at time of fellowship:
Current position: Sean Wilentz
Leah and Michael Weisberg Fellow 2014-2015
Fellowship topic: Antislavery politics in the United States from the American Revolution to the Civil War
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Princeton University
Current position: Matthew Abramovitz
Nina Rosenwald Fellowship, 1999-2000
Fellowship topic: Exceptional Minds, Exceptional Nation: The Nineteenth-Century Search for "American Genius"
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Cornell University
Current position:
Recent publications:
Adams, Michael Henry
Nina Rosenwald Fellowship, 1999-2000
Fellowship topic: Harlem Lost and Found
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Independent Scholar
Current position:
Recent publications:

**Adelman, Sarah Mulhall**
Patricia D. Klingenstein Fellowship, 2007-2008
Fellowship topic: *Treated As Children Should Be: New York City Orphan Asylums and Nineteenth Century Conceptions of Childhood*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Johns Hopkins University

**Current position:** Assistant Professor of History, Framingham State University

**Recent publications:**

**Atkinson, Roark**
Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellowship, 2007-2008
Fellowship topic: *Invisible Plantations: Religious Violence, Occult Healing & Witchcraft in Scottish Atlantic World*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: University of Wisconsin

**Current position:** Assistant Professor of History, Ramapo College of New Jersey

**Recent publications:**

**Baics, Gergely**
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Fellow, 2013-2014
Fellowship topic: Feeding Gotham: Urban Provisioning in Early New York, 1780-1860
Current position: Assistant Professor of History and Urban Studies, Barnard College

**Baker, Dara**
Gladys Krieble Delmas Fellowship, 2002-2003
Fellowship topic: *Aristocrats, Democrats, or Virtuous Men? Defining Citizenship in Jacksonian America*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Harvard University

**Current position:** Archivist at Export-Import Bank of the United States/LSSI

**Recent publications:**

**Brownlee, Peter John**
Gladys Krieble Delmas Fellowship, 2002-2003
Fellowship topic: *The Economy of the Eyes: Vision and the Cultural Production of Market Revolution, 1828-1855*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Washington University

**Current position:** Associate Curator, Terra Foundation for American Art, Chicago, Illinois

**Recent publications:**

Boodry, Kathryn
Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellow, 2013-2014
Fellowship topic: Her work will focus on the intersection of slavery and finance in the nineteenth century, and how coerced labor facilitated large-scale economic growth in the Atlantic world.
Current position:

Burgess, Douglas
Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellowship, 2009-2010
Fellowship topic: The Politics of Piracy: A Challenge to Law and Policy in the Atlantic Colonies, 1660-1730
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Brown University
Current position: Assistant Professor of History, Yeshiva University, New York
Recent publications:

Butterfield, Kevin
National Endowment for the Humanities Fellow, 2012-2013
Fellowship topic: Voluntary associations in the early United States
Affiliation at time of fellowship: University of Oklahoma
Current position: Assistant Professor of Classics and Letters; Associate Director, Institute for the American Constitutional Heritage
Recent publications:

Carter, Sarah Anne
Patricia D. Klingenstein Fellowship, 2007-2008
Fellowship topic: Object Lessons in American Culture
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Harvard University
Current position: Lecturer in History and Literature, Harvard University
Recent publications:

Cassily, Erik J.
Patricia D. Klingenstein Fellowship, 2007-2008
Fellowship topic: Competing Histories: Writing Africa’s Past in the Debate Over American Slavery, 1809-1860
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Central Connecticut State

Current position:
Recent publications:

Clarke, Frances M.
Gladys Krieble Delmas Fellowship, 2002-2003
Fellowship topic: Sentimental Bonds: Suffering, Sacrifice and Benevolence in the Civil War North
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Independent Scholar
Current position: Senior Lecturer in History, The University of Sydney
Recent publications:

Clytus, Radiclani
Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellowship, 2006-2007
Fellowship topic: Envisioning Slavery: American Abolitionism and the Primacy of the Visual
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Yale University
Current position: Assistant Professor of English, Brown
Recent publications:

Coogan, Mary
Patricia D. Klingenstein Fellowship, 2007-2008
Fellowship topic: Trusting Memory: Recollections of an Irish-American Immigrant Family
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Independent Scholar

**Current position:**

**Recent publications:**

**Crain, Caleb**
Peck Stacpoole Fellowship, 2003-2004
Fellowship topic: *Ned vs. Kate: The Divorce of Edwin and Catharine Forrest*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Independent Scholar

**Current position:** Writer, fiction and non-fiction

**Recent publications:**

**Cunningham, Daphne**
Nina Rosenwald Fellowship, 1999-2000
Fellowship topic: *Benevolent Design: African-American Children and the Institutions Created for Them*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Indiana University

**Current position:**

**Recent publications:**

**Daen, Laurel**
Patricia and John Klingenstein Short-Term Fellow, 2013-2014
Fellowship topic: Civic Capacity and the Constitution of Disability in the Early American Republic, 1770-1840

**Current position:** PhD candidate in History at the College of William & Mary

**Day, Jared N.**
Gladys Krieble Delmas Fellowship, 2002-2003
Fellowship topic: *Deciphering the City: Caricature and Satire in New York, 1848-1892*

**Affiliation at time of fellowship:** Carnegie Mellon University

**Current position:** Adjunct Professor of History, Carnegie Mellon University

**Recent publications:**

**Dziennik, Matthew P.**
Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellowship, 2011-2012
Fellowship topic: *The Fatal Land: War, Empire, and the Highland Soldier in British America, 1756-1783*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: University of Edinburgh

**Current position:**

Recent publications:

**Eastman, Carolyn**
Peck Stacpoole Fellowship, 2003-2004
Fellowship topic: *A Nation of Speechifiers: Oratory, Print, and the Making of a Gendered American Public, 1780-1830*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: University of Texas
**Current position:** Associate Professor of History, Virginia Commonwealth University

Recent publications:

**Erickson, Paul J.**
Nina Rosenwald Fellowship, 1999-2000
Fellowship topic: *Welcome to Sodom: The Cultural Work of the American City-Mysteries Novel, 1840-1860*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: University of Texas
**Current position:** Director of Academic Programs, American Antiquarian Society

Recent publications:

**Farland, Maria**
Patricia D. Klingenstein Fellowship, 2007-2008
Fellowship topic: *The Mechanic and the Muse: Agricultural Science and Walt Whitman’s 'Song of the Exposition' and Leaves of...* 
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Fordham University
**Current position:** Associate Professor of English, Fordham University

**Recent publications:**

**Fullilove, Courtney**
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Fellowship, 2011-2012
Fellowship topic: *The Gift: Diplomatic Gift Giving and US Trade*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Wesleyan University

**Current position:** Assistant Professor of History at Wesleyan University

**Recent publications:**

**Furstenberg, François**
Gladys Krieble Delmas Fellowship, 2001-2002
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Johns Hopkins University

**Current position:** Associate Professor of History, University of Montreal

**Recent publications:**

**Ganter, Granville**
Gladys Krieble Delmas Fellowship, 2002-2003
Fellowship topic: *When America Meant North and South: 1816-1826*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: St. John's University

**Current position:** Associate Professor of English, St. John's University

**Recent publications:**

**Gantt, Jonathan W.**
Pattricia D. Klingenstein Fellowship, 2007-2008
Fellowship topic: *The Meaning of Irish Terrorism in the Atlantic Community, 1865-1922*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: University of South Carolina

**Current position:**

**Recent publications:**

**Gary, David J.**
Pattricia D. Klingenstein Fellowship, 2007-2008
Fellowship topic: *Rufus King*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Graduate Center / City University of New York

**Current position:** Adjunct, Graduate School of Library and Information Science at CUNY-Queens College

**Recent publications:**

**Greenberg, Joshua**
Gladys Krieble Delmas Fellowship, 2001-2002
Fellowship topic: *Advocating "the Man": Masculinity, Organized Labor, and the Market Revolution in NY, 1800-1840*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: American University

**Current position:** Associate Professor of History, Bridgewater State University

**Recent publications:**

**Haefeli, Evan**
Nina Rosenwald Fellowship, 1999-2000
Fellowship topic: *The Origins of American Religious Freedom: Churches and Politics in the Middle Colonies, 1609-1720*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Princeton University

**Current position:** Associate Professor of History, Columbia University

**Recent publications:**

**Haselby, Sam**  
Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellowship, 2005-2006  
Fellowship topic: "The Glorious State": The Origins of Protestant American Nationalism, 1782-1832  
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Columbia University  
**Current position:** Assistant Professor of History at the American University in Cairo  
**Recent publications:**

**Haulman, Catherine**  
Nina Rosenwald Fellowship, 1999-2000  
Fellowship topic: National Fashions: The Politics of Dress in Late Eighteen-Century America  
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Cornell University  
**Current position:**

**Hemenway, Robin**  
Gladys Krieble Delmas Fellowship, 2001-2002  
Affiliation at time of fellowship: University of Minnesota  
**Current position:**

**Holm, April**  
Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellowship, 2010-2011  
Fellowship topic: The Right to Violence: Assault Protection in New York, 1760-1840  
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Columbia University  
**Current position:** Assistant Professor of History, University of Mississippi  
**Recent publications:**

**Huyssen, David Nicholas**  
Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellowship, 2011-2012  
Fellowship topic: Class Collisions: Wealth and Poverty in New York, 1890-1920  
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Yale University  
**Current position:**

**Recent Publications:**
(forthcoming)

**Kirchner, Franziska**
Fellowship topic: *Antebellum Americans in Germany—Transfer of Cultural Knowledge*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Independent Scholar

**Current position:**

**Recent publications:**

**Klemek, Christopher**
Fellowship topic: *Urbanism as Reform: Modernist Planning and the Crisis of Urban Liberalism in Europe and North America*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: George Washington University

**Current position:** Associate Professor of History, George Washington University

**Recent publications:**
Klemek, Christopher. “Dead or Alive at 50? Reading Jane Jacobs on her Golden Anniversary,” *Dissent* (Spring 2011): 73-7

**Koot, Christian**
Fellowship topic: *In Pursuit of Profit: Persistent Dutch Infl. on the Inter-Imperial Trade of NY and the Lesser Antilles, 1621-1689*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: University of Delaware

**Current position:** Assistant Professor of History, Towson University

**Recent publications:**
Koot, Christian. “The Merchant, the Map, and Empire: Augustine Herrman’s Chesapeake and Interimperial Trade, 1644-1673,” *William and Mary Quarterly*, 62, 4 (October 2010), 603-44.
Lemmy, Karen
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Fellowship, 2010-2011
Fellowship topic: *Henry Kirke Brown and the Development of Public Sculpture in New York 1846-1876*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Graduate Center / City University of New York
**Current position:** Curator of Sculpture, Smithsonian American Art Museum
**Recent publications:**

Levinson Wilk, Daniel
Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellowship, 2005-2006
Fellowship topic: *Cliff Dwellers: Modern Service in New York City, 1800-1945*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Duke University
**Current position:** Associate Professor of American History, Fashion Institute of Technology
**Recent publications:**

Lipman, Andrew
Andrew W. Mellon Fellowship, 2012-2013
Fellowship topic: *The Saltwater Frontier: Indians and the Contest for the American Coast*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Assistant Professor of History, Syracuse University
**Current Position:** Assistant Professor of History, Syracuse University
**Recent Publications:**

Luskey, Brian
Peck Stacpoole Fellowship, 2003-2004
Fellowship topic: *The Marginal Men: Clerks and the Meanings of Class in Antebellum America*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Emory University
**Current position:** Assistant Professor of History, West Virginia University
**Recent publications:**

**Martin, Robert W.T.**
Gladys Krieble Delmas Fellowship, 2002-2003
Fellowship topic: *The NY Democratic-Republican Societies and the Democratization of the American Public Sphere*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Hamilton College

**Current position:** Associate Professor of Government, Hamilton College

**Recent publications:**


**McGraw, Charles Dean**
Gladys Krieble Delmas Fellowship, 2002-2003
Fellowship topic: *Every Nurse Is Not A Sister: Sex, Work and the Invention of the Spanish-American War Nurse*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: University of Connecticut

**Current position:** Assistant Professor, History, the University of Tampa

**Recent publications:**

**McMahon, Cian**
Patricia D. Klingenstein Fellowship, 2007-2008
Fellowship topic: *The Irish and Race in Reconstruction New York*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Carnegie Mellon

**Current position:** Post Doctoral Scholar, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

**Recent publications:**


**McNeur, Catherine**
Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellowship, 2012-2013
Fellowship topic: *The "Swinish Multitude" and Fashionable Promenades: Battles over Public Space in New York City, 1815-1865*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Yale University

**Current position:** Assistant Professor of History, Portland State University
**Recent publications:**

**Merkel, William G.**
Gladys Krieble Delmas Fellowship, 2002-2003
Fellowship topic: *Universal Liberty and African Slavery: A Re-Evaluation of Thomas Jefferson*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Oxford University
**Current position:** Associate Professor of Law, Charleston School of Law

**Recent publications:**

**Miller, Julie**
Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellowship, 2006-2007
Fellowship Topic: *Amelia Norman: Seduction and Crime in Nineteenth-Century New York*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: History Department, Hunter College, City University of New York
**Current position:** Historian, Early America, Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, Washington DC

**Recent publications:**

**Mishler, Max**
Patricia and John Klingenstein Short-Term Fellow, 2013-2014
Fellowship Topic: Mishler’s work considers the intertwined reform currents of penal reform and abolitionism in early New York and will investigate the overlapping histories of the first state prison system (1796) and the gradual abolition of slavery (1799-1827).
Current position: PhD candidate in History at New York University

**Moga, Steven**
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Fellow, 2013-2014
Current position: Assistant Professor/Faculty Fellow, The City Draper Program, Graduate School of Arts & Sciences at New York University

**Mongey, Vanessa**
Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellowship, 2010-2011
Fellowship topic: *Cosmopolitan Republics: The Gulf of Mexico, 1780s – 1830s.*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: University of Pennsylvania

**Current position:** Post Doctoral Associate, Department of History, University of Pittsburgh

**Recent publications:**

**Mooney, Richard E.**
Gladys Krieble Delmas Fellowship, 2001-2002
Fellowship topic: *In Search of Nathan Hale*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Independent Scholar

**Current position:** Independent Scholar

**Recent publications:**

**Muehlbauer, Matthew S.**
Gladys Krieble Delmas Fellowship, 2002-2003
Fellowship topic: *A Reconsideration of American Indian Warfare in the Colonial Era*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Temple University

**Current position:** Visiting Assistant Professor at Manhattan College

**Recent publications:**
Muehlbauer, Matthew S. “‘They... shall no more be called Pequot but Narragansetts and Mohegans:’ Refugees, Rivalry, and the Consequences of the Pequot War,” *War & Society* 30 (October 2011): 167-76.

**Muller, Jennifer Silvia**
Patricia D. Klingenstein Fellowship, 2007-2008
Fellowship topic: *Employment and Promotion Patterns Among Lancastrian Monitorial System Teachers in NYC, 1808-1842*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Rutgers University

**Current position:** Curriculum Developer and Instructor, Center for Online & Hybrid Learning and Instructional Technology, Rutgers University

**Recent publications:**

**Norwood, Dael A.**
Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellowship, 2012-2013
Fellowship topic: *The Politics of the American China Trade, c.1784-1862*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Princeton University

**Current position:** Cassius Marcellus Clay Postdoctoral Associate, Department of History, Yale University
Recent publications:

**Ott, Julia**
Gladys Krieble Delmas Fellowship, 2001-2002
Fellowship topic: *Early National and Antebellum Commercial Culture in New York City*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Yale University
**Current position:** Assistant Professor of History, Eugene Lang College / New School University

**Recent publications:**

**Page, Max**
Gladys Krieble Delmas Fellowship, 2001-2002
Fellowship topic: *Destroying New York: A History of Fantasies and Premonitions*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: University of Massachusetts / Amherst
**Current position:** Professor of History, University of Massachusetts / Amherst

**Recent publications:**

**Riley, Padraig**
Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellowship, 2007-2008
Fellowship topic: *Northern Democrats & Southern Slaveholders: Jeffersonian Democracy Reconsidered*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: University of California / Berkeley
**Current position:** Assistant Professor of History, Dalhousie University

**Recent publications:**

**Russek, Audrey S.**
Patricia D. Klingenstein Fellowship, 2007-2008
Fellowship topic: *Cultural History of the Restaurant Industry*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: University of Texas / Austin
**Current position:** Assistant Professor of History, Gustavus Adolphus College
Recent publications:

**Sandoval-Strausz, Andrew**
Nina Rosenwald Fellowship, 1999-2000
Fellowship topic: *For the Accommodation of Strangers: Liberalism, Space and Hotel Life in Nineteenth-Century America*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: University of Chicago
**Current position:** Associate Professor of History, University of New Mexico
**Recent publications:**

**Schaffzin, Eliezra**
Gladys Krieble Delmas Fellowship, 2001-2002
Fellowship topic: *The Phineus Masters Academy for Girls*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Harvard University
**Current position:** Novelist
**Recent publications:**
Singleton, Theresa

**Singleton, Theresa**
Peck Stacpoole Fellowship, 2003-2004
Fellowship topic: *Coffee in Cuba’s Plantation Economy, 1800-1860*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Syracuse University
**Current position:** Associate Professor of Anthropology, Syracuse University
**Recent publications:**

**Stagg, Allison**
Patricia D. Klingenstein Fellowship, 2007-2008
Fellowship topic: *American Political Caricatures*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: University College London
**Current position:** Postdoctoral teaching fellow, Fordham University, Department of English

**Recent publications:**

**Stein, Joshua Michelangelo**

Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellowship, 2009-2010

Fellowship topic: *The Right to Violence: Assault Prosecution in New York City, 1760-1840*

Affiliation at time of fellowship: University of California / Los Angeles

**Current position:** Law student at Yale

**Recent publications:**

**Trask, Jeffrey**

Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Fellowship, 2010-2011


Affiliation at time of fellowship: Columbia University

**Current position:** Georgia State University, Assistant Professor of History

**Recent publications:**

**Truglio Haverty-Stacke, Donna**

Gladys Krieble Delmas Fellowship, 2001-2002

Fellowship topic: *May Day in America, 1870-1945*

Affiliation at time of fellowship: Cornell University

**Current position:** History Department, Hunter College
Recent publications:

**Vandome, Robin**
Andrew W. Mellon Fellowship, 2012-2013
Fellowship topic: *The Romance of Knowledge: American Endeavours in the Natural Sciences, 1850-1900*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: University of Nottingham, UK
**Current position:** Lecturer, American Intellectual History, University of Nottingham, UK
Recent publications:

**Vaughn, Chris**
Gladys Krieble Delmas Fellowship, 2001-2002
Fellowship topic: **Imperial Subjects: U.S. Media and the Philippines**
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Rutgers University
**Current position:**
**Recent publications:**

**Waterman, Bryan**
Nina Rosenwald Fellowship, 1999-2000
Fellowship topic: *Industries of Knowledge: The Friendly Club and the Making of Early American Intellectual Culture*
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Boston University
**Current position:** Associate Professor of English, New York University
**Recent publications:**
White, Timothy
Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellowship, 2008-2009
Fellowship topic: New York City: Culture Capital
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Yeshiva University
Current position: Assistant Professor of History, New Jersey City University
Recent publications:

Wilder, Craig Steven
Nina Rosenwald Fellowship, 1999-2000
Fellowship topic: In the Company of Black Men: The African Societies of the City of New York, 1706-1945
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Williams College
Current position: Professor of History, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Recent publications:

Williams, Diana Irene
Gladys Krieble Delmas Fellowship, 2002-2003
Fellowship topic: They Call It Marriage: Interracial Families in Post-Emancipation Louisiana
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Harvard University
Current position: Assistant Professor of History, Law, and Gender Studies, University of Southern California
Recent publications:
Williams, Diana Irene. “They Call it Marriage”: Race, Gender, Families and the Law before Plessy v. Ferguson. Manuscript in progress.

Williams, Mason
Bernard and Irene Schwartz Fellow, 2013-2014
Fellowship topic: New York City and the Making of the American Establishment
Current position:

Yablon, Nick
National Endowment for the Humanities Fellow, 2013-2014
Fellowship topic: "From the Sky Scraper to the Wild Flower": Charles Gilbert Hine’s Walk Up Broadway
Current position: Associate Professor, Department of American Studies, University of Iowa

Zabin, Serena
Nina Rosenwald Fellowship, 1999-2000
Fellowship topic: Places of Exchange: Race Gender, and New York City, 1700-1765
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Rutgers University
Gladys Krieble Delmas Fellowship, 2001-2002
Fellowship topic: Places of Exchange: New York City in the First British Empire
Affiliation at time of fellowship: Carleton College

Current position: Associate Professor of History, Carleton College

Recent publications: